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Chapter’s summary



This chapter will teach you how to create a simple but complete-enough memory manager. Memory management consists in: I



Allocating physical memory for tasks



I



Protecting one task from accessing another task’s memory



I



Giving to the user a fine-grain allocator (malloc)
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Memory management



Segmentation
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Memory management concepts I



An operating system is designed to run tasks



I



A task is (on IA32 architecture):



I



Every task has its own address space, which must not be accessed by other tasks. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Address spaces An address space is a set of: I



Chunks of physical memory belonging to a task



I



Accessible memory from a task view



Each address space is isolated: one task can only access its address space. K is mono-task, but in fact, it manages two tasks: 1. the kernel 2. the user program The kernel has its own structures that must not be accessed by the user program. Example: the interrupt vector should not be accessed and modified by an user program (it was the case in Windows 95). Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Overview of IA32 memory translation mechanisms



In K, we will only use the segmentation mechanism. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Intel’s Memory Management Unit (MMU) Programmers manipulate logical addresses. A pointer is a logical address. A function is a label corresponding to a logical address.



After the segmentation unit, we obtain a linear address. After paging, we have a physical address. In our case (no paging): physical address = linear address
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Implementing address spaces with segmentation



The goal of the game is to make the translation of one logical address to one physical address unique to one task. This means that given a physical address, there is only one logical address in one task that can be translated to this physical address.
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Implementing address spaces with segmentation



Here are the two address spaces:
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Implementing address spaces with segmentation



We first allocate the physical memory:
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Implementing address spaces with segmentation We bind the virtual chunk to the physical one: one addition and a comparison.



Problem: resizing is huh. . . difficult! Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Segmentation mechanism



Segmentation represents an address space with: I I



a base address a limit (or size)



Given a logical address, we add the segment base to obtain the physical address. To finish, we compare with the limit to ensure that we cannot access another segment’s memory. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Implementing address spaces with segmentation



Special case: the kernel must be able to access any address space. So we make two segments: I



I



One for the kernel, covering all available memory → this is called the protected flat segment One for our task, starting above the kernel code and data structures.



In fact, IA32 architecture defines two kinds of user segments: code and data segments. So we will obtain four segments: a code segment and a data segment for the kernel and a code segment and a data segment for the program.
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Global Descriptor Table and Segment Selectors



Two questions are remaining: 1. Where does the base address and limit come from ? 2. How to select one address space ?
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Global Descriptor Table



The answer to the first question are the following letters: GDT. GDT stands for Global Descriptor Table. It is an array whose structure is very precise and that contains information about every segment. This table must be created and managed by the kernel.
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Segment Descriptors



Warning: the first entry of GDT is called “null-segment selector” and must not be used. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Segment types
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GDT Register



How does the microprocessor find the GDT ? The GDT is a simple array, so it can be represented by a pointer to the first element and a size.



The above structure corresponds to the GDT Register. It is a particular register of the microprocessor that must be loaded with a special instruction.
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Segment Selectors how to select one address space ? The GDT is an array, so the simplest way to select one GDT entry is to use its index in the array. This index is loaded into special registers called the segment selectors registers: I I I



cs: code segment selector ds: data segment selector ss: stack segment selector (usually use the same value as ds)
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All together An address is actually made of 48 bits:



And the translation scheme looks like:
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Exercise



Describe all the functions you will need to write to manage segments in your kernel.
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Solution



About the GDT I



Building a GDT: a GDT must be aligned on 8-byte boundary. All entries should be initialized with their Present flag to 0.



I



Inserting an entry: specifying base, limit, type, etc.



I



Loading the GDT: building the GDTR and loading it.



About the segment selectors I



I



Building a segment selector from a segment index and the requested privilege level. Loading the segment selectors registers.
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Memory management



Protection
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Protection



Protection limits our program’s ability to invoke particular instructions. We said that all address spaces must be isolated from each other. But we also said that selecting a segment is very simple: loading a special register. So any program will be able to load the particular registers and access other address spaces. Moreover, any program can load its proper GDTR to access all memory. This is not an acceptable behavior !
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Enabling Protected Mode



Protected Mode allows the kernel to give or refuse privileges to tasks. In fact, protected mode comes with segmentation, so you are forced to deal with protections. Enabling protected mode is done by setting the PE flag of the special register CR0 (CR stands for Control Register).
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Privilege levels IA-32 Protected Mode offers 4 privilege levels:



Being in so-called “ring 0” allows you everything. Being in restricted mode denies you calling certain system instructions (such as loading GDTR), forbids access to devices and prevents you from getting to a lower privilege level. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Privileges, GDT and Segment Selectors We must distinguish the following things: I



CPL: Current Privilege Level DPL: Descriptor Privilege Level (in a GDT entry)



I



RPL: Requested Privilege Level (in a selector)



I



When using a segment, the RPL of the selector must be equal to the DPL of the GDT entry. When loading a segment selector, the RPL must be greater or equal to the CPL (to avoid a simple application to get in kernel mode). This way, a program with CPL = 3: I



Cannot get a CPL of 0



I



Cannot access segments with a DPL of 0
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Question



So, remember about our four segments. For each of them, give the appropriate DPL value.
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Task & privilege level switching The Current Privilege Level is determined by the RPL field of the current segment selector load in the cs register. But switching to another privilege level is not as simple as loading a new value into cs: it implies a stack switch.
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Task State Segment A Task State Segment (TSS) is a special memory structure representing a task context.
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Task State Segment



A TSS is just like an usual GDT entry, but the S (System) flag is set active and the TYPE flag has a special value. Refer to the Intel Manual (Volume 3).
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TSS & privilege level change Even if it is recommended to switch between the kernel and programs using TSS’s, we prefer to make the transitions by hand. So we only use a TSS for stack switching (which is the strict minimum required on IA32). Here are the possible task switchs:
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TSS & privilege level change



More about task switch will be explained with system calls. For the moment, let us focus on the TSS for the stask switching. TSS is used to precise stack segments and stack pointers for ring 0 stack. We set the TSS as the active one, using the LTR instruction with the good segment selector. Now, when we load a value in cs with a RPL different than the CPL, the microprocessor chooses the good stack using the TSS.
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Using the stack



The execution stack
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Definition



The stack is a memory area seen as a LIFO structure which is mainly used to: I



save the instruction to return to after a subroutine call



I



pass parameters to a subroutine



I



store subroutines local variables



On more specific occasions, the stack can also be used to backup an environment state.
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The stack’s struture The stack is composed of frames. Every time a subroutine is called, a new frame is pushed. Also the frame for the executing subroutine is always on the top of the stack. When the subroutine returns, this frame is poped. The current stack state is described by a couple of registers: 1. the stack pointer contains the address of the top of the stack 2. the base pointer contains the base address of the current stack frame
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Intel conventions On IA32 architecture, the running stack is characterized by the values contained within the ss, esp and ebp registers. I



ss is the selector of the segment containing the current stack. It is generaly loaded with the same value as ds, since stack’s data need to be read and written, but never executed.



I



esp contains the stack pointer. When the stack is empty, esp points to the byte following the stack area. ebp contains the base pointer.



I



NOTE: on IA32 architecture, the stack grows up from high to low addresses. That means that esp is pre-decremented as soon as data are pushed on the stack.
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Exercise



Write an assembly subroutine which swaps eax and ebx values. Constraints: I



you will use only MOV, ADD, SUB and RET instructions



I



you will not modify any register but eax and ebx.
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Solution



swap: sub mov mov mov add ret



$4,%esp %eax,%ss:(%esp) %ebx,%eax %ss:(%esp),%ebx $4,%esp



; ; ; ; ; ;



decrement the stack pointer save %eax on the stack copy %ebx into %eax restore initial %eax value into %ebx increment the stack pointer to its original value return to the calling routine
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Return from a subroutine On the contrary to the JMP instruction, a CALL provides a way to return from the called portion of code:



I



I



CALL pushes the current eip onto the stack before branching to the subroutine. RET transfers the execution back to the return address poped from the stack. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Stack adjustment RULE: when a subroutine returns, it must restore the stack in its exact original state. The following code is wrong: bogus_routine: movl $0x2a,%eax push %eax ret



; will transfert execution to address 0x2a !



This should rather be done: useless_but_safe_routine: movl $0x2a,%eax push %eax addl $4,%esp ; adjust the stack so 0x2a is considered as poped ret ; return to the address pushed by the calling routine
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Using the stack



The Cdecl calling convention
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The cdecl calling convention



A calling convention provides a uniformed method to: I



build stack frames



I



pass parameters to a function



I



manage local variables



I



pass the return value



NOTE: it exists several calling conventions (cdecl, stdcall, fastcall . . . ). By default, gcc follows the cdecl calling convention.
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Stack frame building On the stack, data are organised in frames. Building its own stack frame is the first operation a function does. This operation is called the prolog: push mov



%ebp %esp,%ebp



; save old stack frame ; set new stack frame



Before returning, the function needs to restore the calling stack frame. This operation is called the epilog: mov pop



%ebp,%esp %ebp



; release the allocated space ; restore the calling frame



NOTE: prolog and epilog can also be written with ENTER and LEAVE instructions. Although LEAVE is commonly used, it is extremely rare to see gcc replace a prolog by a simple ENTER instruction.
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Passing parameters According to the cdecl calling convention, C function parameters are pushed from the right to the left before the call. This method allows variadic functions (with a variable arguments list like printf). A disadvantage of this method is that parameters need to be poped by the calling routine after the function return. Thus, the following C code: power(10, 5);



will produce the equivalent assembly code: pushl pushl call add



$5 $10 power $8,%esp



; ; ; ;



push the second argument push the first argument call power function adjust the stack
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Local variables allocation Local variables are dynamically allocated on the stack. This operation is done right after the epilog in two steps: 1. decrement esp to allocate space for the variables 2. initialize variables value if precised Thus, the following declaration in a C function: int int



a = 3; b = 5;



will produce the equivalent assembly code: sub movl movl



$8,(%esp) $0x3,0xfffffff8(%ebp) $0x5,0xfffffffc(%ebp)



; allocate 8 bytes on the stack ; initialize ’a’ variable with value 3 ; initialize ’b’ variable with value 5



NOTE: remind to free the allocated space by adjusting the stack. Otherwise, the stack is corrupted and the subroutine return will fail. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Parameters and local variables addresses This is the stack state after a function call following the cdecl convention:



Since parameters and local variables are always organized the same way around the beginning of the frame, they can be addressed relatively to ebp.
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Exercise



Following the cdecl calling convention, write the assembly code equivalent to this C function: int { int



func(int a, int b) c = 3;



return a + b + c; }
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Solution



func: push mov sub movl mov add add leave ret



%ebp %esp,%ebp $0x10,%esp $0x3,0xfffffffc(%ebp) 0xc(%ebp),%eax 0x8(%ebp),%eax 0xfffffffc(%ebp),%eax



; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;



save old stack frame setup new stack frame allocate space for local variables initalize local variable ’c’ store ’b’ parameter into %eax add ’a’ parameter to %eax add ’c’ local variable to %eax adjust the stack and restore the calling frame return to the calling routine
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The Interrupt Descriptors Table Wrapping interrupt handlers Bringing protection Programming the PIC 8259A Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Events handling



The Interrupt Descriptors Table
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Event classes



Events indicate to the processor that something happened in the system and needs to be handled. Events are categorized in 3 classes: I



exceptions are raised by the processor itself when detecting an internal error



I



software interrupts are caused by the running program when executing the INT instruction hardware interrupts are provoked by external devices



I



On IA32 architecture, there are 32 exceptions and 16 hardware interruptions.
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Event handling sequence



When an event is detected, the processor automatically stops the running procedure and transfers execution to the interrupt subroutine (ISR), which is part of the kernel. Once the interrupt has been handled, the kernel must resume the suspended procedure execution. Every exception or interrupt is raised for a special condition and also needs a specific treatment. Therefore, Every event needs its own ISR (or handler). 1. How does the processor find the correct handler when it detects an event ? 2. How does the kernel resume the interrupted procedure ?
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The Interrupt Descriptor Table



The answer to the first question is once again given by three letters: IDT. The IDT (Interrupt Descriptor Table) is an array which associates each event to its handler. This table must be built by the kernel and is directly used by the microprocessor.
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The Interrupt Descriptor Table The microprocessor automatically retrieves the IDT base address from the idtr particular register. idtr must be loaded by the kernel once the IDT is built, using the LIDT specific instruction.
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Interrupt gate



IA32 architecture provides three different IDT descriptors as three ways to handle an event. The figure bellow describes the one we will use: the interrupt gate.
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IDT vs GDT



IDT and GDT are comparable in many points: I



IDT entries (gates) and GDT entries (segment descriptors) have a very similar structure



I



IDT and GDT base addresses should be both aligned on 8-bytes



I



LIDT loads the idtr particular register exactly as LGDT loads gdtr



IDT has however some specific properties: I I



Unlike the GDT, IDT’s first entry is not reserved and must be used. The IDT does not contain more than 256 entries. Descriptors are required only for the events that may occur.
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Events handling



Wrapping interrupt handlers
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Execution context



We call execution context the state of the stack and of all registers at a given moment. The execution context is induced by the running procedure and will influence its coming behaviour. On IA32 architecture, an execution context is at least defined by: I



the EFLAGS cs, ds, es, fs, gs and ss segment registers



I



ebp and esp stack registers



I I



eax, ebx, ecx and edx general purpose registers esi and edi string registers



I



eip program counter



I
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Wrap the handler When a handler interrupts a procedure, it then modifies the execution context for its own needs. This side effect corrupts the procedure execution environment and will result in an unpredictable behaviour if not considered. So, how does the kernel resume the interrupted procedure ? The kernel must wrap the handlers : 1. push current execution context on the stack 2. get event information 3. call the handler with the information as arguments 4. pop previous execution context from the stack 5. return to the interrupted procedure
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Saving the context When the processor detects an exception or an interrupt, it pushes the eflags, cs, eip and then eventually a 4-bytes error code onto the stack. Here is the stack state when the processor calls the handler:



Every other register must be saved on the stack by the kernel. NOTE: ebp and esp can be implicitly saved on the stack using the prologue of a C function. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Event information



Some information permit to identify an event: I



the event identifier is not provided by the microprocessor but must be hardly defined in the kernel code. This identifier is then passed to the wrapper to call the right handler.



I



an optional error code which gives more details about certain exceptions. Error codes are contained in a 4-bytes structure, automatically pushed on the stack by the microprocessor.



Once those information are collected, the kernel must call the wrapper with the correct identifier and the optional error code as arguments.
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Returning from an event



Return from an event consists of: 1. Restore old execution context from the stack: all of the saved registers must be poped in the reverse order they were pushed. 2. Ensure that the stack is well adjusted: especially when using the prolog to save ebp and esp registers. 3. Return to the interrupted procedure: return from an exception or an interruption is done by the dedicated IRET instruction. This instruction automatically restores eip, cs and eflags by poping them from the stack.
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Exception wrapper pseudo-code



PROCEDURE interrupt_wrapper(uint32 event_id) BEGIN SAVE_CONTEXT IF has_an_error_code(event_id) THEN error_code = get_error_code() ENDIF execute_handler(event_id, error_code) RESTORE_CONTEXT ADJUST_STACK IRET END
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IA32 provides a couple of instructions which modify the IF flag of the eflags to control interrupts: I I



STI: SeT Interrupts CLI: CLear Interrupts



When disable interrupts: I I



at the very beginning of the kernel initialization while the wrapper is executing



When enable interrupts: I I



the latest as possible, after the PIC initialization as soon as the wrapper returns



NOTE: STI and CLI do not affect exceptions nor software interrupts. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Interrupt wrapper pseudo-code



PROCEDURE interrupt_wrapper(uint32 event_id) BEGIN CLI SAVE_CONTEXT pic_acknowledge(event_id) execute_handler(event_id, error_code) RESTORE_CONTEXT ADJUST_STACK STI IRET END
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Events handling



Bringing protection
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Event & privilege level switching The Current Privilege Level is determined by the RPL of the currently loaded cs register. Assuming that a program is running, the CPL is then equal to 3. When the microprocessor calls a handler, it reloads cs with the segment selector in the IDT gate. Generally, this selector’s RPL is 0. The handler is then executed in supervisor mode (CPL 0).



Therefore, an event occuring during a program execution provokes a privilege level switch.
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Stack switch When a privilege level switch occurs, the microprocessor automatically switches to the stack for the destination cs’s privilege level. So in protected mode, each task must define at least two stacks: I



stack privilege level 3 is used for the normal task execution



I



stack privilege level 0 is used when a privilege level switch occurs, for example to execute an event handler.



The stack switch prevents the handler from crashing due to unsufficient stack space and ensures that less privileged level procedures will not interfer with more privileged ones. To switch to a stack with a lower privilege level, the processor needs to update ss and esp. The values of those registers for the new stack are contained within the current TSS. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Task State Segment (TSS)
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Current stack saving The figure below illustrates the stack state when the microprocessor calls an event handler after a privilege level switch:



When returning from this kind of interrupt, the IRET instruction will also restore the interrupted procedure’s stack using the saved ss and esp registers.
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Events handling



Programming the PIC 8259A
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PIC 8259A



On IA32 architecture, all hardware devices which need to communicate with the microprocessor through an IRQ line are plugged on a special unit called Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC). The PIC is needed to: I



provide an interface between the microprocessor and external devices ignore undesired IRQ’s: the PIC uses an internal mask to select which IRQ should be sent or not to the microprocessor.



I



define priority levels between different IRQ lines.



I
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PIC 8259A This is a PIC 8259A:



The 8-bits data bus is redirected to: I PORT0 when A0=0 I



PORT1 when A0=1. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Communicate with the microprocessor PIC sequence when receiving a non masked interrupt request:



1. send a signal to the microprocessor via the INT pin 2. wait for the microprocessor acknowledgment 3. push the IRQ index on its data bus Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Cascad mode On recent PC’s, two PIC’s 8259A are cascaded:



I/O ports adresses: I Master: 0x20 and 0x21 I



Slave: 0xa0 and 0xa1 Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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8259A programming



As the PIC provides several working modes, it has to be configured. Setup is done by modifying a couple of internal registers: I



ICW (Initialization Command Word) registers



I



OCW (Operation Command Word) registers



NOTE: hardware interrupts should be disabled prior to program these registers.
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8259A initialization



The ICW registers select the PIC configuration mode. I



the four registers, ICW1, ICW2, ICW3 and then ICW4 must be programmed in that order.



I



ICW3 and ICW4 are used only when at least two PIC’s are cascaded



I



ICW registers must be programmed before enabling hardware interrupts



Once ICW registers have been programmed in their name’s order, the PIC is ready to manage IRQ’s.
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Initialization Command Word 1 ICW1 starts the PIC initialization process. This command word must be sent to both master and slave on PORT0 (A0=0):



I



I



I



LTIM: defines if the PIC is edge triggered (LTIM=0) or level triggered (LTIM=1). SNGL: clear this flag enables the cascad mode. Otherwise, the PIC is configured in single mode. IC4: precise wether the kernel is going to send an optional ICW4 (IC4=1) or not (ICW4=0)
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Initialization Command Word 2



ICW2 must be sent to both master and slave on PORT1 following the structure below:



I



t7-t3: IDT index of the IR0 gate. The PIC adds this index to the interrupt number to set the handler index in the IDT.



NOTE: master and slave have a distinct IDT index for their own IR0.
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Initialization Command Word 3



I



I



s7-s0: precises how the slave is connected to the Master. If si=1, then the Slave is connected to IRi. d2-d0: represents the slave identifier (ie. the Master pin number to which it is connected). Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Initialization Command Word 4 ICW4 must be sent to both master and slave on PORT1 when the IC4 flag is set in ICW1.



I I



SFNM is set to enable Special Fully Nested Mode. BUF enables buffered mode if BUF=1 (only used on large systems).



I



M/S parameterizes buffered mode when enabled. AEOI specifies if Automatic End Of Interrupt is enabled (AEOI=1), or not (AEOI=0). AEOI is used with nested mode.



I



MP specifies 8086 mode (MP=1) or MCS 80/85 mode (MP=0).



I
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Recommanded configuration On recent IA32 architectures, the PIC is usualy configured with the following options: I



triggered mode: edge



I



SFNM: disabled



I I



buffered mode: disabled AEOI: disabled



I



uPM: 8086/8088



Thus the following ASM lines will program master ICW1: mov out



$0x11,%al %al,$0x20



; load %al with ICW1 (edge triggered, cascaded, with ICW4) ; send ICW1 on master PIC, PORT0
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8259A runtime configuration



OCW registers can be programmed at any time, as soon as the PIC is initialized. They are used to: I



acknowledge the PIC



I



change the interrupt mask



I



manage priorities



NOTE: OCW’s are generally used by the drivers initialization procedures to unmask an interrupt and by the interrupt wrapper to acknowledge the PIC.
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Operation Command Word 1 Program OCW1 via the PORT1 will modify the internal interrupt mask.



If a bit of this mask is set, the interrupt will not be sent to the microprocessor. Thus, we can select to which IRQ’s the PIC must listen. This register is also readable, for example using the following assembly code: in



$0xa1,%al



; store the slave PIC interrupt mask into $al
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Operation Command Word 2 OCW2 must be used to acknowledge the PIC that the kernel received its interrupt request. This command word is programmed by passing the following byte through the PORT0:



I



R Rotation (not used)



I I



SL Specify Level (used with specific EOI) EOI enable this flag communicates an End Of Interrupt



I



L2-L0 specifies an interrupt level if SL is active



Our IRQ handlers being uninterruptible, the PIC just needs to receive a non-specific EOI. That means that all flags but EOI should be cleared in OCW2. Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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IRQ assignments master IRQ0 IRQ1



slave



IRQ2 IRQ3 IRQ4 IRQ5 IRQ6 IRQ7 IRQ8 IRQ10 IRQ11 IRQ12 IRQ13 IRQ14 IRQ15



device system timer keyboard IRQ 9 alias, free port COM2 port COM1 parallel port LPT2 or sound card floppy disk parallel port LPT1 real time clock free, often used by sound cards free PS2/mouse math coprocessor primary IDE secondary IDE
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The drivers



Communicating with the hardware Direct Memory Access Userland gate Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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What is a driver ?



“A device driver, often called a driver for short, is a computer program that enables another program, typically an operating system (OS), to interact with a hardware device.” – Wikipedia One goal of device drivers is abstraction: since in the same class of device every hardware is different, we must provide a unified interface to the operating system. We find drivers for many kind of devices: sound cards, video boards, printers, cameras. . . We also find low level drivers for buses: USB, SCSI. . . And to finish we find filesystem drivers.
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The drivers



Communicating with the hardware
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Low-level I/O The microprocessor uses I/O ports to communicate with hardware. These I/O ports can be read with the inb, inw and ind instructions and written with outb, outw and outd instructions.



You used microprocessor I/O to program the PIC (sending the ICW and OCW registers). Matthieu Bucchianeri & Renaud Voltz
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Port decoding I/O port decoding is the process of selecting the good chip given its port address (the value passed to in* and out*). This is called multiplexing.
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Communicating with hardware



Sending and receiving data to and from a peripheral can be done in two ways: I



Using the device’s controller, which is mapped to one or more I/O ports



I



Writing directly to the device’s memory (like you did for the console driver)



We will see both solutions. You won’t implement Direct Memory Access (DMA) unless you write a network or hard-driver driver ! Let’s start with device controller communications.
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The polling technique



The problem of dealing with hardware is to know when to listen or write to the device. Let’s take the keyboard example. When should we read last pressed key? One solution is to ask the controller periodically for its state (via the so-called Status Register). This is the polling method. + Easy and fast to implement. - Scan the device permanently, even if nothing is to be reported. - I/O can be slow if the hardware is slow. This slowdowns all the OS. - With fast devices, polling frequency could be insufficient.
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Keyboard controller (8042)



The keyboard controller has two I/O port addresses: I



I



0x64: the Status Register (on read operations) and the Control Register (or Command Register, on write operations) 0x60: the Data Register



Control Register is used to parametrize the controller, for example enabling the LEDs (Caps Lock, etc.). The Status Register gives general information (data available for reading, etc.). The Data Register contains the keyboard controller data (keyboard state: pressed keys !).
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Keyboard polling Keyboard controller polling is quite simple. void kbd_poll(void) { while (1) { if (inb(0x64) & (1 
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